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1. INTRODUCTION
The Chamber of Piraeus small and medium sized industries was founded in 1925 and is a public body
whose main objective is to protect and defend the interests of its members professionally operating in
the Piraeus Region. BEP, as a business network of a region with a strong commercial and industrial
activity, is continually informed, investigates, consults its members and promotes solutions that
improve the professional training and activity of its members. The role of the BEP within NEWBRAIN
project is particular and important because it does not represent a single transport hub but represents
the users of a large number of transport hubs, therefore its participation is of added value for the
project by providing the needs and requirements that users have about the transport system.
In the previous activities of the project, BEP has identified the main needs and opportunities of its
members about transport system and has drafted a list of the main priority interventions which cover
to a large extent the priorities of the local businesses. Based on the results of the above activities,
BEP has selected one primary intervention for its members which will be analysed within this
deliverable. In more details, this deliverable includes the dedicated study and analysis for the
implementation of the primary selected intervention and the identification of funding sources needed
in order to proceed with the implementation of the intervention.
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2. SELECTION OF PRIMARY INTERVENTION
In previous activities of NEWBRAIN, BEP has identified three main interventions which aims to satisfy
the needs and priorities of its members towards upgrading the function of the current logistics nodes.
The selected interventions are in line with the EUSAIR Pillar II Action plan, “Connecting the region”
and aim to tackle three specific objectives as follows:
•

to strengthen maritime safety and security and develop a competitive regional intermodal port
system

•

to develop reliable transport networks and intermodal connections with the hinterland, for
freight (and passengers)

•

to achieve a well-interconnected and well-functioning internal energy market supporting the
three energy policy objectives of the EU – competitiveness, security of supply and
sustainability.

The selected interventions for BEP are listed below:
•

TRANSBASE: Sharing strategic functions and harmonising ports processes through a
Community System for Port Operations managed by BEP, connecting the ports of Greece
(Piraeus, Lavrion, Patra, Igoumenitsa) with the Adriatic ports (Trieste, Koper, Venice, Rijeka,
Ploce).

•

EDULOG: Educational and training schemes for the upgrade and development of
transport/logistics entrepreneurship.

•

MAREBEP: Link all Adriatic and Ionian countries to a Sub-Regional MARE server to take
advantage of AIS sharing data, including as an example, data on ships, emission factors,
results of fuel quality inspections, clean shipping index, that could help monitoring emission
and improve air quality in port cities.

Improving connectivity and overcome various bottlenecks within the region can be tackled with
cooperative and coordinated approach, since the region consists of many relatively small countries.
These projects of common interest can have significant results in macro-regional level and as projects
of large scale must be examined and implemented in a sustainable and efficient way, which requires
the participation of several member-states.
Following the assessment of the identified interventions and taking into consideration the factors
influencing the expected impacts and results, the budget, the number of target groups, the maturity of
the project and the primary needs and priorities of local businesses, the selected intervention to be
further assessed by BEP is TRANSBASE - Sharing strategic functions and harmonising ports
processes through a Community System for Ports in the Adriatic, end-users and Chambers. The main
aim of BEP is to introduce a new integrated and advanced tool for facilitating the daily business
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operation of its members who have close cooperation with the ports of the region. The function and
process harmonization include the standardization of port business processes while leaving space for
specific variations, e.g., differences in legislation and market needs across countries. The processes
standardization is a critical factor for increasing efficiency in the ports. They can reduce the number
of decisions needed and use limited resources. These practices enforce companies that perform
transport activities and remove uncertainties for making business. The standardization of the
processes and the automatic information exchange process can be used to increase connectivity in
ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore communication. The data harmonization and exchange require the
standardization of data format. Such harmonisation can be accomplished via the development of a
Community System for Port operations that can be managed by BEP.
Table 1 – Primary intervention description

IDENTIFICATION OF THE PRIMARY INTERVENTION SELECTED
NAME OF PRIMARY INTERVENTION
Please write the name of the primary
TRANSBASE
intervention from those identified in
T1.2.3
PARTNER ROLE IN THE PRIMARY
LEAD PARTNER
INTERVENTION
TOTAL COST (as identified in T1.2.3)
5.000.000 €
FEATURES OF THE PRIMARY INTERVENTION
Data sharing in transport logistic sector is assumed to
provide substantial benefits and potentially can lead to an
improvement of the whole industry through faster, more
reliable, safe and environmentally responsible services.
Data sharing can also result in operational efficiencies of
PROBLEMS
stakeholders operating in ports through less
Please describe shortly the most urgent
administrative and control inputs, as the data once
and
important
problems
about
entered into an electronic system may be directly reused
intermodality and logistics in your node
for other purposes, or transformed and formatted and
and that can be reduced thanks to the
matched with other data elements to create inputs for
primary intervention
other domains. Therefore, the absence of advanced
Logistic Community Systems in the Adriatic Ionian area
is an important obstacle against fast, safe,
environmentally friendly sustainable transport of goods
and efficient advanced logistic services.
The function and process harmonization include the
OBJECTIVES
standardization of port business processes while leaving
Please describe the objectives that can space for specific variations, e.g., differences in
be reached thanks to the primary legislation and market needs across countries. The
intervention, in terms of needs to be processes standardization is a critical factor for
satisfied and/or opportunities to be increasing efficiency in the ports. They can reduce the
targeted
number of decisions needed, using limited resources.
These practices enforce companies that perform
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SOLUTIONS AND ACTIONS
Please describe the solutions and actions
to be found and to be implemented in the
framework of the primary intervention

IMPACTS
Please describe shortly the types of
impacts generated thanks to the primary
intervention, giving an approximate
quantification
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transport activities and remove uncertainties for making
business. The standardization of the processes and the
automatic information exchange process can be used to
increase connectivity in ship-to-ship and ship-to-shore
communication. The data harmonization and exchange
require the standardization of data format. Such
harmonisation can be accomplished via the development
of a Community System for Port operations that can be
managed by BEP.
TRANSBASE concerning the need for advanced logistic
services recommend and test the development of port
community systems located in the Adriatic Ports and
being integrated in one system. The recommended port
community systems will be electronic platforms that
connect multiple systems and all stakeholders operating
in ports that make up a seaport community. Key drivers
for the establishment of Logistic Community Systems are
the need for a standardized communication platform to
improve the logistics supply chain systems in terms of
punctuality, reliability or costs, and the need to increase
the competitive position among ports. The Logistic
Community Systems bring the business-to-business
information exchange into the equation, as well as
providing the gateway for business-to-government
processes, and is therefore complementary as well as
supplementary to the Single Window at both national and
international level.
• Increased communications between relevant
stakeholders operating in ports;
• Increased standardization and performance of the
customs clearing procedures;
• Increased the role of local businesses in the
effectiveness of logistic chains;
• Increased efficiency of the port operations and of the
logistics chain, by reducing the dwell time in port
terminals;
• Increasing attractiveness of the Adriatic ports to
access the EU markets;
• Improved security level, through a more effective
system of freight customs clearance in ports;
• Common platform for the information sharing
between relevant public authorities, aimed at
improving the effectiveness of the logistic chains,
respecting the privacy rules;
• Guidelines for the transferability of best practices for
the freight flows clearing;
4

•

Reports on the operating port management systems
in the Adriatic Ionian area, including focus on the
innovative approaches to the issue;
• Guidelines for the improvement of the interoperability
between the port management systems;
• Guidelines for the definition of a set of common
quality standards and the transferability of the system
in other ports in the Med area;
• Operating e-platform Manual which will provide not
only a reference book for the best practice introduced
by the system, but will recap the criteria for the
adoption of the system solution in other areas
RESOURCES ALREADY ASSIGNED FOR THE PRIMARY INTERVENTION
FINANCIAL RESOURCES ALREADY
ASSIGNED [€] (as identified in T1.2.3)
NAME OF IDENTIFIED FINANCER (1)
Please write the name of existing cofinancers (as identified in T1.2.3)
NAME OF IDENTIFIED FINANCER (2)
NAME OF IDENTIFIED FINANCER (3)
INVESTMENT AMOUNT - FINANCER
(1)
[€ or % of the total cost]
INVESTMENT AMOUNT - FINANCER
(2)
[€ or % of the total cost]
INVESTMENT AMOUNT - FINANCER
(3)
[€ or % of the total cost]
RESOURCES NOT YET ASSIGNED FOR THE PRIMARY INTERVENTION
RESOURCES NOT YET ASSIGNED
5.000.000
[€ or % of the total cost]
The total cost of the project
Please specify the part of finance which
The project is on planning stage and a pre-feasibility
is still not assigned in order to accomplish
study has been elaborated by BEP.
the intervention (as identified in T1.2.3)
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3. DEDICATED STUDY/ANALYSIS
The ports of the Adriatic Ionian area represent the main gates linking Continental Europe towards Asia
and Southern Mediterranean regions. The majority of the ports are characterised by dense
connections and a variety of port operations. The increase of their activities is always respective to
the need for optimised port efficiency that lead to higher productivity rates. ICT systems seem to
become an integral part of such operations enhancing the performance of logistic chains and providing
direct interoperability between different transport modes and different stakeholders. Such synergic
actions are deeply supported by the EU through various position papers and relevant policy
recommendations – e.g. “The improvement of the ship shore communications, contacts with the
previous port of call and port-logistics software involving both public and private stakeholders will allow
for the development of port integrated systems. They will improve clearance of goods, better planning,
faster transfer to inland transport, reduce pressure on port space, and be a key tool for seafarers,
ship, port services and planning” (Communication on a European Ports Policy COM(2007)616).
TRANSBASE aims to support the issues addressed by the EU strategic framework of the European
maritime transport space without barriers within the Adriatic-Ionian maritime countries. EU underlines
issues such as the development of electronic data exchange systems surveillance capabilities by
coastal and authorities in ports, the simplification of customs formalities, the rationalisation of
administrative formalities for vessels arriving at /departing from EU ports, the administrative single
window/One-stop administrative shops in ports, the co-ordination of inspections, the directives
1875/2006 and 70/2008 on e-customs, etc. TRANSBASE is expected to provide specified services
to the safe and secure transfer of goods with the collaboration of local businesses through their
Chambers. The ultimate target is to offer users with an integrated approach of smoothless movement
of goods within Adriatic Ionian countries, improve effectiveness and transparency and provide fast,
efficient and reliable services.

3.1

TRANSBASE Objectives

The TRANSBASE project aims to develop a Logistic Community System, a system based on the
principle of the “Single Window”, namely a facility that allows parties involved in trade and transport
to lodge standardized information and documents with a single-entry point to fulfil all import, export,
and transit-related regulatory requirements and allow the smoothless cooperation and communication
between the transport nodes (e.g ports, freight villages) with the local businesses (e.g. Chambers of
Commerce and Industries). The project targets at improving the effectiveness of the procedures for
the clearance of freight flows in port areas and the smoothless transfer to inland, through the design,
development and testing of a support instrument for ship arrival and departure, customs clearance
and cargo logistic, parking management, inland transportation and profiles of local businesses.
BEP will be the main administrator of the system and will be responsible for the smooth operation of
it. BEP will ensure the proper management and coordination of the involved stakeholders and will
share with the members all necessary information. Additionally, BEP will take care of maintenance
DT1.2.4 - Dedicated studies/analysis
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and upgrade of the system through systematic assessments of system performance. The operation
of the System by a such organisation is very important and ensures that all priorities of local
community will be taken into consideration as a Chamber represents the main part of the local society
having a huge number of members (local business and economic actors).
In more details, the TRANSBASE project aims to:
•

raise awareness and disseminate research results and best practices at Adriatic, national and
regional levels,

•

cooperate in the assignment of best practices to maritime transport & logistics’ activities and
in making recommendations regarding their deployment,

•

identify emerging technologies that address maritime transport and logistics issues,

•

develop of an advanced Community System supporting smoothless movement of goods within
Adriatic Ionian countries,

•

develop a common infrastructure to promote transport, information and communication
services,

•

develop of port and logistic services, guaranteeing trifunctionality and integration and
communication among ports of Adriatic Ionian area,

•

build a successful model to promote a system of sustainable transport services to improve
links in the Adriatic Ionian area,

•

assist in the recognition of obstacles that hinder the implementation of appropriate approaches
in proposing and assessing solutions,

•

promote close and efficient cooperation between ports and local businesses towards the
development of a cluster responding to the needs of maritime transport and logistic services

•

organise workshops and case studies to assist in achieving objectives set out above

•

provide a dissemination programme to raise visibility of the project and to establish increasing
participation of users

•

establish an evaluation programme to measure compliance of project outputs in relation to the
specification and recommendation for future actions

DT1.2.4 - Dedicated studies/analysis
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Port
community

Local
businesses
community

Picture 3.4: The concept of the Logistic Community System (LCS)

3.2

Current situation and needs – Identified Nodes

3.2.1 Piraeus Chamber of Small and Medium Sized Industries
The Piraeus Chamber of Small and Medium Sized Industries, founded in 1925, is a public entity, with
the key objective to protect and defend the interests and development regional business, including
Piraeus— its center and the largest port in Greece. It is supervised by the Ministry of Development
and managed by elected representatives of a 61 member - Board of Directors. The Board is elected
every four years and is the central body, making the most important decisions regarding the
Chamber’s activity.
The activities of BEP include:
• Issuing of certificates for any lawful use (tax office, banks, participation in competitions, etc.)
• Conducting expert appraisals for resolution of disputes.
• Providing opinions on draft laws, Presidential Decrees and decisions by the Central Administration
which refer to small and medium sized industries, as well as suggesting and proposing amendments
on laws and decisions already on the books.
• Monitoring the movement of the region’s small and medium sized industries with an eye on the
viability of the businesses and their export activity.
• Through the idea of "One Stop Shop", facilitating, simplifying and speeding up the procedures for
setting up and running a business by reducing barriers. This is possible by saving time and money for
DT1.2.4 - Dedicated studies/analysis
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the new entrepreneur and relieving public administration of significant administrative costs, by creating
an online network of cooperation amongst many departments / services.
The Chamber has more than 15,000 active registered companies representing the majority of
manufacturing activity in Piraeus. Its main business categories cover Heavy Industry Manufacturers,
Manufacturers Industry, Marine Industry and Auto Industry. The chart below presents the allocation
of BEP members in different business categories belonging to the thematic area of NEWBRAIN.

Allocation of BEP Members

25,4%
Commercial sector
Manufacturing sector

4,55%

59,4%

Maritime activity
Services

10,65%

Figure 3.1: Allocation of BEP Members
The chart below presents the business category allocation of members of BEP which use the transport
networks extensively.
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Members BEP using transport network

Industry
Commerce

Land Transport
Maritime Transport
Air Transport
Postal Activities

Figure 3.2: Members BEP using transport network
In terms of transport and logistics BEP members benefit on the issues by obtaining knowledge on
optimized logistics services and related organizational measures and participating to activities
supporting the enhancement of intermodal transports and intermodal connections to the hinterland
including last-mile connections.
The main ports serving the flows originated or destined by the members of BEP include primarily
Piraeus and on a smaller percentage the port of Lavrion. The port of Piraeus, the largest and busiest
port of the country, is the main nodal point serving BEP members, supported secondarily by the port
of Lavrion serving specific type of cargo. The recommended Chamber Community System will be
connected with both ports covering the needs of most local businesses.
3.2.2 Port of Piraeus
Piraeus is the largest passenger port in the Mediterranean Sea and one of the largest worldwide. The
port is the main passenger hub between the hinterland, the Aegean islands and Crete as well as the
main maritime gateway to the European Union at its south-eastern end.
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Picture 3.1: The location of Port of Piraeus
The port of Piraeus is part of the core network of the Trans-European Networks of Transport (TEN-T)
being a Type A port along the Orient-East Med Corridor, providing the port with the possibility of the
development of a number of prioritised projects for increased capacity, operations and efficiency.
Moreover, its recently established shipping connections with Asia have constituted Piraeus as the
premium import point from the manufacturing countries of Asia (China, Japan, Korea, India) to
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Europe.

Picture 3.2: The strategic position of PPA and its distance from important international ports and
road nodes.

Additionally, port of Piraeus is a major commercial port handling a variety of cargoes (general cargo,
containers, Ro-Ro, cars etc) along with its growing transhipment container traffic. The port of Piraeus
is an international centre of transit and regional trade, with an annual container throughput of 3.6
million TEU in 2017 being ranked 3rd among Mediterranean commercial ports and 38th internationally.
The graph below shows the increased container flows for the period 2012-2017.
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Figure 3.3: Container flows (2012-2017) in Port of Piraeus (Source: PPA – PCT)
Additionally, from the figure below, we conclude that liquid bulk category of goods transported through
the port of Piraeus is being increased through the years with a growth of 11% for the period 20162017. Additionally, it is clearly presented the increase trend of the quantity of ro-ro traffic in the port of
Piraeus.

5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Liquid Bulk
Ro-Ro traffic

2014

2015

2016

2017

Figure 3.4: Liquid Bulk and Ro- Ro flows (2014-2017) in Port of Piraeus (Source: ESPO)
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During the last decades, the port of Piraeus has invested in the acquisition of handling equipment
necessary to cope with the constantly increasing cargo traffic and in order to improve customer
services. Specifically, the Container Terminal of the port is currently equipped with straddle carriers,
forklifts, heavy trucks and loading cranes. Furthermore, the port is also equipped with electric cranes,
tractors, loaders, self-driven cranes, and forklifts for several purposes. Additionally, the port of Piraeus
has adequate warehouse and cargo storage areas placed at the container terminal and the open
space storage area, while in terms of terminals it consists of freight terminals covering container, car,
ro-ro and bulk cargo traffic as whole as passenger terminals serving both cruise and coastal shipping
connections.
The port has direct access to road network infrastructure through the national road network Athina –
Korinthos and Athina - Thessaloniki. However, the road link interconnecting the port with the motorway
is often highly congested. The rail connection serves the port of Piraeus locally connecting the Ikonion
container terminal with the Thriassion freight center. The connection consists of a single-track
standard gauge railway line, of a total length of 17 km, with an alignment design speed of 90 km/h.
The line serves freight trains only.
Regarding the existing port technologies, the operations of the Container Terminal of the Piraeus port
are supported by a Port management Information System (P-MIS), operational since 2000, which
electronically links all port members (port administrator, terminal operators, shipping agents, freight
forwarders). It offers real time information on all cargo status, as well as availability of port facilities
and billing.
3.2.3 Port of Lavrion
Lavrion port is located around 60 km from the Athens city center and has a 35 km distance from the
Athens International Airport. The port of Lavrion acts as a link between Turkey and Italy, serving EKOL
Ro-Ro ships on a regular schedule for the transfer of trailers and containers between Yalova,
Alsancak, and Lavrio to Trieste. On a domestic level the port has become a ferry boat hub for the
Cyclades Islands, and a port of call for several cruise ships and sailboat companies. The principal
products handled by the port include general cargo, bulk cago, tankers as well as coastal ships.

DT1.2.4 - Dedicated studies/analysis
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Picture 3.3: Freight flows from East to Europe
Port of Lavrio acts, also, as a link between Turkey and Italy, as Ro-Ro ships transfer trailers and
containers from Yalova, Alsancak, and Lavrio to Trieste. Items are forwarded, utilizing unit train
services, from Trieste to Cologne, Ludwigshafen, and Kiel in Germany, as well as Ostrava in Czechia.
Two new Ro-Ro services are planned to facilitate direct connections between the Port of Alsancak
and the ports of Lavrio and Bari, and the Port of Lavrio with the ports of Alsancak and Sète. The figure
below shows one of the main trade categories of the port and how it is has been increased for the
period 2016-2017.
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Figure 3.5: Liquid Bulk flows (2015-2017) in Port of Lavrion (Source: ESPO)
Lavrion is connected with Markopoulo via the Lavrion Avenue, which is connected with:
•

Attiki Odos Motorway (access to rest areas of Greece

•

Local roads of Athens (access to city center)

•

Koropi Avenue (access to East Athens)

•

Athens – Sounio Avenue (access to south Athens and Piraeus)

From 1885 until 1957, there was also a rail line connecting Athens – Lavrion, constructed by the
Hellenic Metallurgical Company of Lavrion. Nowadays, there are plans for reoperating this connection
interconnecting it to existing railway network reaching the Athens International Airport.
Regarding the existing port technologies, Port of Lavrion as a developing transport node has
participated in pilot actions and initiatives for developing ICT systems for enhancing its providing
logistics and passenger services and port security and safety. However, potential ICT systems are
still under testing and analysis with the perspective of being developed in the near future.

3.3

LCS – Involved actors/stakeholders

The logistic community area could vary from port to port, depending on the size and development of
the seaport, but generally, it includes a surrounding or wider area close to the developed logistic transport network. The recommended logistic community consists of members, private and public
entities, operating in the port area and the hinterland and providing logistic services towards the
efficient transfer of goods.
The recommended Logistic Community System will host the following groups:
DT1.2.4 - Dedicated studies/analysis
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•

shipping companies and shipping agencies

•

service companies freight forwarders (logistics-shippers)

•

carriers: rail and road transport operators

•

local companies connected with the import and export of the goods

•

companies that do not participate directly in the operations carried out in the port, such as
banks and insurance companies.

•

the port authority, the naval authority and the port master’s office -the port control center,
responsible for the planning, coordination and control of port activities

•

customs, port police and various inspection services, who carry out activities to maintain a high
level of security in the seaport

The picture below presents the main members of the proposed TRANSBASE Logistic Community
System.

Picture 3.7: Main Members of the Logistic Community System
DT1.2.4 - Dedicated studies/analysis
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The LCS will provide the electronic exchange of information between all port and logistics sectors
and will be acknowledged as the most advanced method for the exchange of information within
an international logistic community infrastructure. The LCS will have the ability to act as a National
Single Window and to be integrated into a National Single Window which European Member
States are developing in response to recent Directives and policy from the European Commission.
The LCS will be therefore pivotal in the Single Window concept and will reduce duplication of data
input through efficient electronic exchange of information.

3.4

LCS Development – Methodological Framework

Since the Ports of Piraeus and Lavrion do not have any LCS, basic rules must be considered, in order
to implement a fully logistic operational system for the port. The main rules are listed below:

Create a Common Understanding of a Logistic Community System

Legal Framework

Communication with key stakeholders - Development Groups

Identification of Core Processes to be Addressed

Use Existing Knowledge of Port Community Systems

Long-term Operation

Picture 3.8: Main steps for LCS Development
•

Create a common understanding of a Logistic Community System: It is important for putting
the overall framework for the development of LCS which will identify the main goals of the
system:
✓ to reduce inefficiencies in logistics processes

DT1.2.4 - Dedicated studies/analysis
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✓ to facilitate the smooth flow of electronic data
✓ to integrate and achieve compliance with national and EU Directives Community
✓ It is formed by the community for the community
✓ to bring together relevant stakeholders
•

Legal Framework: Before starting the development of the system the legal framework should
be identified in which the PCS will work. The legal framework of the LCS must consider the
International, European, State and Local regulations, legislation and Directives in all aspects
of port and logistic processes.

•

Communication with key stakeholders – Development groups: The communication actions
with the key stakeholders is very important for keeping all relevant stakeholders informed and
allowing the establishment of an open communication channel among the involved actors
which will allow the exchange of experience and knowledge. Afterwards, key community
stakeholders will work in specific development groups for resolving current bottlenecks and
identifying future operation of the community. In this step, the participation of experts is
important for supporting the identification of solutions which will allow the efficient operation of
the LCS.

•

Identification of core processes to be addressed: The second step will be the identification of
the processes which should be addressed. Each port has different operations such as
embarkation procedures, waste management, customs clearance and booking parking space.

•

System Architecture: It is important to use the existing knowledge for Logistic Community
Systems. Different systems exist and operate in different ports worldwide. Each one is
specialized in different processes, which are most important for the port in which it is operating.
Therefore, starting from scratch is a waste of financial & human resources. Importing,
modifying and configuring existing knowledge and experience to the logistic port’s operations
is the preferable way to develop the system.

•

Long-Term Operation: The sustainability of the system is more important than its development.
A sustainable LCS must create revenues, must be able to be easily upgraded to comply with
international, European and National laws and directives. It must also be able to be expanded
with new modules and interchange data with different IT systems.

3.5

Overall LCS Architecture

TRANSBASE introduces a Logistic Community System (LCS) operated by the Piraeus Chamber of
small and medium sized industries (BEP) which will be an electronic platform that will connect logistic
community members towards sustainable and smoothless transfer of goods in cooperation with the
ports of Piraeus and Lavrion. Key drivers for the establishment of the Logistic Community System are
the need for a standardized communication platform to improve the logistics supply chain systems in
DT1.2.4 - Dedicated studies/analysis
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terms of punctuality, reliability or costs, and the need to increase the competitive position among
businesses and ports. The LCS will have the ability to link electronically into many other systems as
the local, national or international regulations require or port official websites. As such, the LCS brings
the business-to-business information exchange into the equation, as well as providing the gateway
for business-to-government processes, and is therefore complementary as well as supplementary to
the Single Window at both national and international level in order to optimise, manage and automate
smooth logistics processes through a single submission of data and by connecting transport and
logistics chains.

Picture 3.5: Overall Architecture of Logistic Community System
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Picture 3.5 shows that the architecture of the system meets the needs of the logistic community around
and within port area with increased demands on reliability, integration with existing systems, regular
communication among the members, security, maintenance of national and international rules and
regulations, future extensions, etc. The system features modular design and all communications
between applications are made through Web Service interfaces and through shared access to the
database. The use of standards included in the solution is the only way for the seamless integration
of the subsystems and their collaboration with other future or existing systems. More precisely, the
standards followed are:
• OpenGIS for the management and exchange of spatial data
• XML / SOAP & WSDL to exchange other data
• Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) to interface with the database system
These ensure easy and simplified interconnection of the various subsystems with any external system
logic in an open architecture, further enabling the future expansion of the platform. The picture 3.6
identifies the main services of LCS according to the user requirements.

Ships Arrivals and Departure Management
Electronic Document Management System
Custom Operations Management
Parking Management System - Inland Transportation
Monitoring Tool for flow of operational and historical informatio
Information about the available local logistic businesses

Picture 3.6: Main services of Logistic Community System

Within the main services of LCS, some important assumptions should be taken under consideration
during the design process. More specifically:
•

The system should be flexible. Logistic operations must run smoothly and may not be hindered
by the system. The system design should allow the system to maintain a level of pragmatism
that the stakeholders have. It must be possible for the administrator to change the authorization
of persons (add/delete the possibility to send messages).
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•

The system must follow the agreed business rules.

•

Access to the web application must only be granted to registered users (natural persons). An
audit trail must be available to enable trace back.

•

Access to message handling is only granted to a registered organization. Formally, messages
are exchanged between organizations (not persons). If an organization makes a connection
between the LCS and their own systems, then it is the responsibility of the organization that
this connection is used in a proper way.

•

Every person is member of an organization. When a person has been given access, he or she
is always considered to be acting on behalf of exactly one organization.

•

An organization has one or more roles.

•

Every message has 1 sender and 1 or more recipients

•

The administrator must be able to authorize a user to send certain message types.
Digital signatures (through digital certificates / Public Key Infrastructure) are defined on the
level of (the formally authorized person of) the organization. Electronic signatures must be
based on digital certificates approved by the Croatian Government (issued by FINA or any
other organization that may issue PKI certificates recognized in Croatia).

•

The LCS will be Internet based.

•

The PLS will use XML as a basis and EDIFACT where necessary.

•

The administrator of the system will be the BEP.
It must be possible for a sender to indicate that the LCS sends the same message to different
parties at one time.

3.6

LCS - Quantitative Assessment

The quantification of the various impact from the full-scale deployment of the logistic system in local
Port Authorities fall under different categories of improvements.
•

Efficiency: with regards to logistic operations, efficiency refers to optimised use of available
resources. To that extend, it may refer to efficient warehouse management, use of human
resources etc.

•

Productivity: Productivity is commonly addressed also by measures affecting the efficiency of
the logistic and port operations since the efficient use of port’s resources will most probably
increase the productivity of the port. In any case the productivity is usually measured by means
of goods transfer time from the ship to the next transport mode, gate service time etc.
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•

Safety: For logistic and port operations, safety is a crucial factor and one of the main drivers
for changes in daily operations. Impacts on safety are usually addressing issues of number of
incidents, number of needed inspections due to lack of information, etc

•

Environment: Environmental impact is also something that has been recently received
significant attention by the transport community. Ports, being in the heart of the problem, are
also looking into measures to alleviate environmental impacts such as air pollution due to
queues at the gates.

•

Customer satisfaction: Finally, customer satisfaction plays also a major role in improvement of
logistic and port operations since it may influence future relationships. Customer satisfaction
addresses both the capability for fulfilling customer needs and its ability for timely information
and reaction to unforeseen events.

The table below describes the major benefits and cost savings for each one of the abovementioned
categories with the development of LCS.
Type

Cost saving/Benefit

Efficiency

Complete information for invoicing
Paperless operations
On-time transport mode departure (no delays)

Productivity

Truck parking servicing

Safety

Riskless operations

Environment

Zero queue time at the gate
Vessel load time minimization

Customer satisfaction

On schedule deliveries

As can be easily identified from the table above, most major benefits recognized as possible impacts
from the full-scale deployment of the logistic community system in participating Port Authorities.
However, it is important to notice that all different aspects of potential positive impacts (even marginal)
are expected by the deployment and continuous use of the system.
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The potential benefits (cost savings) are further analyzed in the next table.
Cost saving/Benefit

Description

Complete information for invoicing

Currently the information about the total number
of vessels that called the port is collected after
the end of the month or with some days delay in
cooperation with port agents. Through the
system, ports will be able to have all needed
information on time and generate invoices timely
while human resources could be used more
efficiently.

Paperless operations

Currently the information on berth assignments
are created (daily) and distributed manually to
various actors within the port area. With the use
of BMS all relevant actors could be notified while
human resources could be used more efficiently.
Especially when urgent modifications need to
take place (e.g. due to weather) there's currently
no possibility for respective notification.
The paper copies that are distributed for the
same reason could be eliminated.

On-time transport mode departure (no delays)

Currently the officer at the gate is not fully
informed for vessel berth changes and
consequently assigns the truck to wrong parking
space leading to delays in vessel departure and
imposed liability charges. Through the use of the
system these will be eliminated and the loading
of the vessel will be faster.
Currently the vessel is delayed due to delays at
the gate (truck entering). This imposes extra
(liability) charges for the port and additional man
effort (for responsible supervising the loading
procedure and vessel operations). These two
will be eliminated due to fast gate controls.

Truck parking servicing
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By using the web booking the truck could enter
earlier and create extra revenue streams for the
port (in case parking is charged).
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Riskless operations

In the ports, there are minimum checks at the
gate and in 10% (average) of the trucks entering
per day there are manual controls by Port
Control officers.

Zero queue time at the gate

Through the system, the gates could be
accessible more time and this could be avoided
while at the same time gate controls will become
more efficient.

Vessel load time minimization

Nowadays there are big delays (in almost 10%
of the cases) (due to wrong parking and
congestion) for trucks to be loaded on vessel.

On schedule deliveries

Currently there are many cases of agent
complaints per month.

As can be seen from the table above, different aspects of the logistic and port operations are being
affected by the recommended logistic system. This is expected since the local system addressed
various operations within the port and realized sub-modules for efficiently handling these operations.
Finally, the expected impact is by no means the elimination of all above-described current bottlenecks
or shortcomings within the logistic and port operations. However certain improvements are expected
with different magnitude per cost saving identified. The expected impacts were categorized based on
their potential estimated value as described in the following table.

Impact Type

Estimated Impact

Symbol

Substantial positive impacts

>60% impact from as-is values

++

Positive Impacts

>20% and 60% from as-is
values

•

Marginal Impacts

<20% from as-is values

○

Negative Impacts
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The next table presents an overall estimation of the quantitative impacts (cost savings and/or benefits)
for each one of the major areas described in the previous paragraph.
Cost
saving/Benefit

Description

Impact
Value
Reason
for
Type
(estimation) positive impact
(estimation)

Complete
Currently the information about ++
information for the total number of vessels that
invoicing
called the port is collected after
the end of the month or with some
days delay in cooperation with
port agents. Through the system,
ports will be able to have all
needed information on time and
generate invoices timely while
human resources could be used
more efficiently.
Paperless
operations

Currently the information on berth
assignments are created (daily)
and distributed manually to
various actors within the port
area. With the use of BMS all
relevant actors could be notified
while human resources could be
used more efficiently. Especially
when urgent modifications need
to take place (e.g. due to weather)
there's currently no possibility for
respective notification.

•

The paper copies that are ++
distributed for the same reason
could be eliminated.
On-time vessel Currently the officer at the gate is •
departure (no not fully informed for vessel berth
delays)
changes
and
consequently
assigns the truck to wrong parking
space leading to delays in vessel
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100%

It is estimated
that
all
information
on
vessel
arrival/departure
will be notified
and monitored by
the system

50%

Certain
paperwork
will
not be avoided
(file-keeping etc)
However
redundant copies
will
be
eliminated.

100%

Redundant
copies of paper
copies will be
eliminated.

30%

It is estimated
that only 30% of
potential cases
could be avoided
since all the rest
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departure and imposed liability
charges. Through the use of the
system these will be eliminated
and the loading of the vessel will
be faster.

are taking place
after
car/truck
has
already
entered the port
(last
minute
change) and so
early notification
through
the
system would not
result
in
improvements in
those cases.

Currently the vessel is delayed •
due to delays at the gate (truck
entering). This imposes extra
(liability) charges for the port and
additional
man
effort
(for
responsible
supervising
the
loading procedure and vessel
operations). These two will be
eliminated due to fast gate
controls.

30%

It is estimated
that only 30% of
potential cases
could be avoided
since all the rest
are due to extra
checks that need
to take place so
efficient
gate
checks through
the system would
not result in
improvements in
those cases.

Truck parking Currently the trucks enter the port •
servicing
for loading maximum 2 hours
before vessel arrival. By using the
web booking the truck could enter
earlier and create extra revenue
streams for the port (in case
parking is charged).

40%

It is estimated
that 40% of the
trucks
could
reach the port
earlier if the 3PL
knew that there's
parking
space
available.

Riskless
operations

90%

The majority of
those
trivial
checks could be
eliminated.

Noeadays, there are minimum ++
checks at the gate and in 10%
(average) of the trucks entering
per day there are manual controls
by Port Control officers.
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Zero
queue Through the system, the gates ○
time at the gate could be accessible more time
and this could be avoided while at
the same time gate controls will
become more efficient.

10%

If
this
is
considered
in
conjunction with
the above fact
that 40% of the
trucks
could
enter the port
earlier, then the
impact on queue
time at the gate
would
be
marginal
(less
trucks arrive at
the same time).

Vessel
load Nowadays, there are big delays ○
time
(in almost 10% of the cases) (due
minimization
to wrong parking and congestion)
for trucks to be loaded on vessel.

10%

Taking
into
account
that
possible vessel
berth relocation
is taking place
after the truck
has entered the
port (in almost
70%
of
the
cases),
wrong
parking
slot
(based
on
previously
decided berth)
will
only
be
eliminated
in
10%
of
the
cases.

On
schedule Currently there are many cases of ++
deliveries
agent complaints per month.

90%

It is estimated
that almost all
pre-announced
trucks would be
serviced on time.
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3.7

LCS - SWOT Analysis

STRENGHTS
•

Reduced administrative costs: Avoid double
entry and data errors, fewer costs to correct
mistakes.

•

Optimization of hinterland processes

•

Optimization of port processes and
turnaround times, less handling costs and
yard times

•

Synchronization of processes and planning:
different transport modes and lower costs

•

Removing physical controls and checks

OPPORTUNITIES
•

•

Sharing of the same technological approach
would lead to harmonized business
practices
Further scaling up of the platform by
recruiting new members

WEAKNESSES
•

Legal barriers: governmental organisations
often are not allowed to share info with other
(commercial and governmental) parties or
do not want to be held liable for mistakes

•

Many different stakeholders involved, using
their separate systems and message
formats

•

Commercial parties (including shippers,
carriers and forwarders) do not accept the
risk that their commercial information may
become visible to competitors

•

The platform has to keep up with the
technological developments, legislative
change, as well as with the shifting needs of
its users

THREATS
•

Bad quality data provided by a system may
affect operations of the whole platform

•

Down time of the platform disrupts the
information exchange for all participating
systems

.
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4. INTERVENTION FUNDING SOURCES
Resulting from the above analysis, the recommended intervention will influence different sectors, such
as communication and cooperation among businesses, improvement of current e-infrastructure,
promotion of smart services, remove of bottlenecks and support logistic efficiency and sustainability.
The main goals of the TRANSBASE meet various priorities of EU and the table 4.1 identifies which
thematic areas of the main EU/International finance programmes are relevant with the recommended
intervention.
Table 4.1 - Thematic interventions in common with the main EU/ International finance programmes

MACRO THEMATIC
AREA

GOVERNANCE

THEMATIC AREA
renewed organisational
procedures
efficient public
administration
enhancing cross-border
governance
node community system
for planning and
monitoring
blue growth

Please, for the thematic areas that are
relevant for the priority intervention,
insert the number of the principal
related programmes
1,3

1,3

building missing crossborder links
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1.
2.
3.
4.

H2020
World Bank
INTERREG
other

1, 2

1

other
intermodal connections
to the hinterland (mainly
rail)
node hinterland
INFRASTRUCTURE
connectivity
AND
ACCESSIBILITY
enhancement of sealand intermodality

PRINCIPAL
RELATED
PROGRAMMES
(examples)

1

1. H2020
2. EIB
3. other
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

H2020
CEF
other
CEF
MARGUERITE
Other
H2020
ESIF
other
CEF
other
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MACRO THEMATIC
AREA

THEMATIC AREA

Please, for the thematic areas that are
relevant for the priority intervention,
insert the number of the principal
related programmes

developing accessibility
to sustainable transport
network
improving sea-based
accessibility
removing bottlenecks
along main transEuropean transport
corridors
improving and
increasing node facilities
new passenger terminals

new rail cargo service

1

1

PRINCIPAL
RELATED
PROGRAMMES
(examples)
1. SEE
2. NET.L.A.M
3. other
1. CEF
2. INTERREG
3. NET.L.A.M
4. other
1. CEF
2. other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.

H2020
CEF
EIB
EBRD
other
MARGUERITE
EFSI
other

other

ENVIRONMENT
AND
SUSTAINABILITY

promoting green
infrastructure (mainly
rail)
low-noise transport
network (environmentfriendly)
low-carbon transport
network (environmentfriendly)
energy efficiency and
use of renewable energy
developing sustainable
transport demand in
node
strengthening public
transport
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1. LIFE
2. other
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
1.
2.

H2020
LIFE
other
ESIF
INTERREG
other
CEF
EIB
ESIF
INTERREG
other
H2020
INTERREG
other
ESIF
other
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MACRO THEMATIC
AREA

THEMATIC AREA
supply chain of
sustainable
products/services
other
technological
innovations

Please, for the thematic areas that are
relevant for the priority intervention,
insert the number of the principal
related programmes
1

digital technologies
transnational innovation
actions
innovation policies and
strategies
innovation research
smart services for freight
INNOVATIVE AND transport (e.g. its)
SMART REGION
improve interoperability
exchange and sharing of
information among
nodes
developing infomobility
system
promoting smallmedium businesses
developing
transport/logistics
entrepreneurship
other
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1,2,3

4

1 ,2
1,2

PRINCIPAL
RELATED
PROGRAMMES
(examples)
1. CEF
2. other
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

EIB
ESIF
INTERREG
CEF
H2020
ESIF
ITA-SLO
INTERREG
EIB
other
H2020
CEF
INTERREG
JUNKER PLAN
other

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Net.L.A.M
H2020
ESIF
INTERREG
other

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

EIB
ESIF
EBRD
INTERREG
other
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5.

FUNDING FOR THE INTERVENTION

The EU provides funding for a broad range of projects and programmes covering areas such as,
regional & urban development, employment & social inclusion, agriculture & rural development,
maritime & fisheries policies, research & innovation and humanitarian aid. The recommended
intervention meets the requirements of three EU funding programmes; ERDF, H2020 and EFSI. The
table 5.1 presents the main characteristics of these three programmes.
Table 5.1 –Reasons on which the partners based themselves to select the appropriate funding programme

NAME OF FUNDING
PROGRAMMES
SELECTED
OBJECTIVE(S) OF THE
FUNDING
PROGRAMME
that
are coherent with the
objective of the
primary intervention

NAME
OF
THE
PERTINENT SPECIFIC
PILLAR(S)

OBJECTIVE(S)
OF
SPECIFIC PILLARS that
are coherent with the

NO.1

NO.2

NO.3

ERDF

H2020

EFSI

NO.4

NO.5

EFSI support
projects that
make a significant
contribution to
Horizon 2020 is sustainable
The ERDF aims
the financial
growth and
to strengthen
instrument
employment in
economic and
implementing
Europe and
social cohesion
the Innovation
beyond. The
in the European
Union, a Europe activities focus on
Union by
2020 flagship
four priority
correcting
initiative aimed areas: 1)
imbalances
at securing
Innovation and
between its
Europe's global skills, 2) Small and
regions.
competitiveness. medium sized
enterprises, 3)
Infrastructure, 4)
climate and
environment
Innovation and
research/
Societal
Support for
ChallengesInnovation and
small and
Smart, Green
Skills
medium-sized and Integrated
enterprises
Transport
(SMEs)
Reduce
Horizon 2020
1) innovative
economic,
aims at a better
projects from
environmental mobility, less
large-scale
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objective of the
primary intervention

RESULTS EXPECTED
BY
THE
PROGRAMMES
SELECTED that are
coherent with the
results of the primary
intervention

NO.1
and social
problems in
urban areas,
with a special
focus on
sustainable
urban
development

NO.2
congestion,
more safety and
security with a
substantial
reduction of
traffic
congestion; with
a substantial
improvement in
the mobility of
people and
freight; by
developing new
concepts of
freight transport
and logistics and
by reducing
accident rates,
fatalities and
casualties and
improving
security.
This Challenge
aims to boost
the
competitiveness
Support
of the European
industrial
transport
transition
industries and
towards a low- achieve a
carbon economy European
and reinforce transport system
multimodal and that is resourceenvironmentally- efficient,
friendly
climate-andtransport and environmentallyregional
friendly, safe
mobility.
and seamless for
the benefit of all
citizens, the
economy and
society.
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NO.3
research to
small,
specialised spinouts or digital
networks
2) support on
investment that
is geared
towards
innovation,
skills and
greater
competitiveness
3) foster
sustainable
growth and jobs
in Europe

NO.4

NO.5
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NO.1
TYPE OF PROJECTS
THAT
MAY
BE
FINANCED BY THE
FUNDING
PROGRAMME(S), e.g.
feasibility
studies,
infrastructure
and
node equipment
TIMELINE OF THE
NEXT CALL of the
funding
programme(s)
SHARE OF THE EU
FINANCIAL
CONTRIBUTION
POSSIBLE CRITICAL
ISSUES TO BE SOLVED
in order to participate

NO.2

NO.3

NO.4

NO.5

Design studies,
infrastructure,
node
equipment, pilot
studies

MED ENI –
7/2019

9-10/2019

50-90%

100% financed
projects
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Open for loan
request
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6.

CONCLUSIONS

In general, the logistic community system developed for Chambers within TRANSBASE covers
several activities regarding logistic operations within the ports and around them. The system is
considered as an important priority for BEP providing its members with more efficient transport
operations which in turn enables them to provide more efficient and productive services to their clients.
The use of such a platform is expected to lead to critical improvements regarding the service times
offered by the port, environmental issues, business competitiveness and safety in logistic operations.
The feedback received from external stakeholders is positive in terms of the necessity of such a
cooperative platform vis-a-vis its overall functionality that the system provides. The full-scale
deployment of the system is considered to be of vital importance since it will lead to better exchange
of information between all port stakeholders and in turn create the basis for customer satisfaction.
The main concerns are:
•

The full-scale deployment of the system will require operational adaptation within the port as
regards to adoption of the ISPS code and respective assignment of human resources involved
in several processes.

•

The necessary input of several information regarding different transport modes and cargo is
of vital importance for the system to be operational. Manual input should be avoided where
possible.

To that extend, BEP will be examining a potential integration to existing IT platforms from the shipping
sector in order to ensure automatic access of information. The use of standard XML structures will
provide the means for easy adoption of the system and boost its full-scale deployment.
Finally, training of all users is a crucial step for system adoption, hence training sessions are
envisaged to be provided on a structured continuous framework to all involved actors.
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